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1.Product 
Principles



Make Promoted Pins 
approach the relevance and 
utility of organic Pins



“It’s all about me  
  and my interests.” 



+50%
Male Pinners Growth

44%
Of Irish Pinners are 
Millennials

600k
Monthly Pinners in 
Ireland

+40%
Growth year on year

Sources 1. Pinterest Internal data from Sep. 2017 | 2. comScore, Jan 2017



Pinterest connects the customer journey
from the earliest signs of intent to the final transaction 
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Source: "Pinterest Consumer Study" by Millward Brown Digital, Feb-Mar 2015

*Pinners start the hunt for products and services early, up to 2 months earlier than other platforms, which means they spend more time considering brands

Months before purchase Purchase2 months

93%
of Pinners use Pinterest to plan* 
for things they want to buy 

87%
of Pinners purchased something 
because of Pinterest 



People express intent on Pinterest
through closeups, saves and clicks

Closeup Save Click
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These intent signals lead to
traffic, signups and purchases

Traffic Signups Purchases
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Signups
Balance intent strength with action volume

5Source: Internal data, 2015

Pinners who click are

more likely to sign 
up, but represent 4.5x 8% of signups 

with an action

Pinners who engage are

more likely to sign 
up, but represent 2.0x 92% of signups 

with an action



Purchases
Balance intent signal strength with action volume

6Source: Internal data, 2015

Pinners who click are

more likely to pur-
chase, but represent 5.8x 8% of purchases 

with an action

Pinners who engage are

more likely to pur-
chase, but represent 2.1x 92% of purchases 

with an action



55%

12% 12% 9%
5% 3%

Pinterest Facebook Instagram Twitter Linkedin Snapchat

Pinterest is the most popular platform for 
finding and shopping products

7Source: Kleiner Perkins’ 2016 Internet Trends report, % of US users on each platform using it for finding/shopping products in 2016 



2.Visual 
Discovery



The future of 
marketing is 
not 
keywords, 



Search



confidential

The search landscape is changing: visual and voice
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Shift to mobile Visual and voice 



Visual  
discovery

ß

Search Ads



Visual
discovery

Pin Codes
Lens the Look



Visual  
discovery

Lens the Look



Content is 
important, 
but context and 
relevance are 



Context + 
Relevance

Taste Graph
Autoplay Video



Context + 
Relevance

Autoplay Video



3.Creative 
Strategy



Pins are ideas
Make sure all of your creative is…
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Helpful
People come to Pinterest to discover new ideas to improve their lives. 
Be helpful to them by offering tips, advice or instructions in addition to 
showcasing a product.

Beautiful
Pinterest is a visual platform, with 75% of content coming from 
businesses. Ensure your Pin images are professionally shot to fit in 
with the platform.

Actionable
The ideas that people find on Pinterest are intended to be done in 
real life. Make it easy for someone to take action on your brand's 
idea.



Craft Pins that draw people 
into action
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Calls to action Tasteful branding

Compelling images Vertical aspect ratio

Text overlays Detailed descriptions



Best practices:
• Using multiple products drive clicks because they can speak to different 

tastes

• Show multiple colors or styles of a handbag to help people who may not 
like one particular style see that there are a variety of options available, 
which leads them to explore your site

• Feature your product more strongly, particularly showing it in use, to help 
drive more clicks

Compelling images
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Best practices:
• Use text overlays to give people a clear reason to click and take a specific 

action

• Include info that will help a close-to-deciding Pinner see that your business 
is a fit

Text Overlays
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Best practices:
• A call to action can be just what a Pinner needs to move from “narrowing 

down” to making a decision

• Include stronger calls to action, like “buy now” and “today’s sales,” in your 
Pin’s description and softer ones, like “explore summer looks,” in image 
overlays

Calls to action
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Best practices:
• Before they get clicked, Pins need to get noticed and taller Pins take up 

more space in feeds

• Design pins with a vertical image aspect ratio of 2:3 to1:3.5 and a 
minimum width of 600px

• If the ratio is greater than 1:3:5, the Pins will get truncated so make sure 
it’s not too tall (e.g., a 600px wide image should be between 900px and 
2100px tall)

Vertical aspect ratio
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Best practices:
• Make Pins more inspirational and also provide extra information (i.e. price 

point, special deals and free shipping)

• Mention the most compelling aspects of the Pin and hint at what more 
there is to find if they click through to your website

• Use correct capitalization and punctuation

Detailed description
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Best practices:
• Your brand’s credibility can make someone more inclined to visit your site, 

so find a way to incorporate your logo into your Pin

• Include your product or packaging in the photo itself, otherwise a tasteful 
logo watermark is great

• Making your brand part of the Pin will help build your brand, too

Tasteful branding
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Different ways to develop content
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Repurposed Original

Use existing Pin Factory In-house Agency
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